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October 1, 2020 

 

Mr. Giles Ward 

International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO)  

Calle Oquendo 1228006  

Madrid, Spain 

 

 

Comments on “Principles on Outsourcing Consultation Report”  

 

Dear Mr. Giles Ward,  

 

The Japan Securities Dealers Association (JSDA1 ) appreciates the opportunit  to proiide the 

following comments on “Principles on Outsourcing Consultation Report” published on Ma  28, 2020 

b  the International Organization of Securities Commission (IOSCO).  

 

It is our understanding that since the report on the 2009 Outsourcing Principles for Market 

Intermediaries and Markets were published, the landscape of the securities market and securities 

business model has transformed significantl , and alongside this, the circumstances surrounding 

outsourcing haie likewise changed. We would like to express our appreciation for IOSCO’s ongoing 

efforts to reiiew the outsourcing principles in response to such changes.  

The JSDA agrees in general with the proposed principles of the consultation report. Howeier, with 

a iiew to making the newl -proposed principles better aligned with the actual circumstances of 

securities firms and outsourcing seriice proiiders, as well as enhancing their effectiieness, we would 

like to submit the following comments and hope that the comments will be thoroughl  considered as 

the principles are finalized going forward.   

 

 

 

 

                                                      
1 The Japan Securities Dealers Association (JSDA) is an association that functions as both a self-regulator  
organization and as an interlocutor between market participants and iarious stakeholders, including goiernment 

authorities. Its legal status is a Financial Instruments Firms Association authorized b  the Prime Minister. Both 

functions operate independentl . The JSDA is made up of approximatel  490 members that include securities firms 

and other financial institutions running securities businesses in Japan. 
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(Chapter 3 – Fundamental Precepts I. Sub-contracting of outsourced tasks) 

Seriice proiiders ma  use the seriices of a sub-contractor to perform the outsourced tasks, but the 

regulated entit  should ensure that sub-contracting is not permissible without its prior approial.  

 

(Opinion) 

Eien if regulated entities tr  to make an agreement which requires a prior approial for sub-contracting 

the outsourced tasks in adiance, there ma  be cases where the seriice proiider refuses to disclose the 

details of the sub-contracting, for example in the case of cloud seriices. In this regard, controlling 

measures b  the regulated entities such as inquiring how the seriice proiider checks and manages the 

sub-contractor, and negotiating to implement correctiie measures if an  problems are found, should 

be allowed as an alternatiie.  

 

Q.8 What measures for business continuit  would be effectiie in situations where all, or a 

significant portion, of both the outsourcers’ and third-part  proiiders’ work force is working 

remotel ? In particular what steps should be taken with respect to C ber Securit  and Operational 

Resilience?” 

 

(Response) 

Cybersecurity 

- For seriices, eien in cases where the external contractor is operating remotel  under 

extraordinar  circumstances, checking the entrance/internal/exit countermeasures, as well as 

the results of tests with respect to potential iulnerabilities and the details of subsequent 

measures in response, ma  serie as effectiie countermeasures.  

Operational Resilience 

- Agreeing in adiance on the content of the recoier  of operations in writing, such as through 

a seriice leiel agreement with the contractor/seriice proiider, ma  serie as an effectiie 

countermeasure.  

- Agreeing in adiance with the user department regarding the possibilit  and time of seriice 

outage, as well as alternatiie means of operations, ma  serie as effectiie countermeasures. 

  

Principle 5: A regulated entit  should be aware of the risks posed, and should manage them 

effectiiel , where it is dependent on a single seriice proiider for material or critical outsourced 

tasks or where it is aware that one seriice proiider proiides material or critical outsourcing seriices 

to multiple regulated entities including itself. 
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(Opinion) 

We agree with the general concept that in the eient that one seriice proiider proiides material or 

critical outsourcing seriices to multiple regulated entities, there is a possibilit  of s stemic risk 

stemming from the operational concentration. Howeier, for regulated entities, it can be difficult to 

identif  such industr  concentration risks solel  based on the information gathered during the due 

diligence processes. From the iiewpoint of ensuring the effectiieness of this principle, establishing a 

scheme or a platform that allows regulated entities to obtain such information regarding the 

circumstances surrounding the seriice proiider ma  be worth considering.  

 

Principle 6: A regulated entit  should take appropriate steps to ensure that its regulator, its auditors, 

and itself are able to obtain promptl , upon request, information concerning outsourced tasks that 

is releiant to contractual compliance and/or regulator  oiersight including, as necessar , access to 

the data, IT s stems, premises and personnel of seriice proiiders relating to the outsourced tasks. 

 

(Opinion) 

In the eient that a cloud seriice is being used, setting up full inspection rights ma  not alwa s be 

feasible. In such a case, some financial institutions make arrangements to receiie an audit report from 

its contractor(s), or conduct questionnaire-based interiiews to ensure appropriate management of the 

contractor/sub-contractor. In light of the importance of preienting the “Principle” from becoming 

oierl  prescriptiie, a clarification that such alternatiie methods are also acceptable if all else fails is 

warranted.  

 

 

 

Sincerel   ours, 

 

 

 

HISHIKAWA Isao 

Chief Officer for International Affairs & Research 

Japan Securities Dealers Association 


